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CONGRESS SCORES FIRST VICTORY ON ANGOLA; 
OTHER BATTLES LIE AHEAD 

', ' February, 1976 

Congress has given an overwhelming mes
sage to the President on Angola: no more co
vert U.S. intervention. On January 27, the 
House voted by the huge margin of 323-99 
against covert aid to the Angolan factions 
included in the Department of Defense Appro
priations bill. The 3-1/4 to 1 margin was 
even stronger than the solid 2-1/2 to 1 
successful Senate vote in December. 

The strong Congressional action, which 
has now become law, is an important victory, 
QQt a limited one. Many members of Congress 
believed not only that the Administration's 
secrecy and foreign-policy-by-fiat had been a 
mistake, but also that the U.S. would not be 
able to win in Angola without a massive 

involvement similar to that in Vietnam. But press reports have widely overstated 
the effect of the Congressional action - saying that Congress' action ended all 
U.S. military involvement in the Angolan war, when the language delt only with covert 
military assistance. 

Since the House vote, mounting evidence has demonstrated that the United States 
is still deeply involved in Angola - that covert aid is continuing despite the 
Congressional cut-off, indirect aid is going through foreign countries, and that new 
requests for overt aid may be in the offing. 

CONTINUED COVERT AID 

When Congress cut the $28 million for Angola included , in the Defense Department 
Appropriations bill, it did so on the statement from the Administration that this 
';va,s the only covert money available for Angola. Yet CIA money is still being spent
for example, on the extensive recruitment of mercenaries here in the united States 
and in Europe (see enclosed information sheet). This CIA-funded recruitment is 
either a violation of the law just passed by Congress or an indication that the 
Cll'. lied to Congress in saying that no other CIA funds -wel?e avai-Iable for Angola. 
Bu t: the recruitment is illegal in any case. 18 USCA 959 makes recrui ting in the 
U.S. for foreign countries or powers a crime punishable by a fine of up to $1000 
and up to 3 years in prison. 

Where is the Administration getting the money? Some members of Congress who 
thought they had cut off all this aid are now asking this question and trying 
to find the answer. Here are some of the possible ways of getting around the law: 
CIA appropriated funds could be traded in the black market for morei reciprocal 
arrangements with NATO countries could be arranged for covert financing; loans 
to the CIA could be made by interested corporations; profits from CIA proprietary 
corporations could be used instead of Congressionally-authorized funds; U.S. could 
encourage African countries which receive U.S. aid to chip in some to Angola, on 
the understanding that it will be replaced; various economic and military aid pro
grams for Zaire could be used directly for Angolans involved in the fighting or 
indirectly to finance military aid to Angola. 
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Already the CIA has used a book-keeping 
device t.o put into Angola more than twice 
the amount. the Administration has admitted. 
According to the House Intelligence Committee 
report, the CIA undervalued the equipment 
sent to Angola - listing a pistol for $5.00, 
for example - so the widely-reported figure 
of $32 million in covert aid to Angola in 
1975 is actually closer to at least $65 
raj.Ilion. 

There is evidence that some indirect 
methods are also being used. 'fwo aides of 
Senator 'l'unney learned from UNI'J.'A sources in 
Lisbon that Saudi Arabia and Kuwait gave more 
than $50 million to UNITA, and that the United 

"VI,. UII·(,',·/ /)0""'" IInl' (·om!.' thp Bleeding Hearts'" St,ates served as a go-bet.ween for the deal 
which was consumated'after the Senate vote 
to cut off funds. Zaire still appears to 

be a major channel for aid the DNITA and FNLA.The Administration made a, prelimi.nary 
commitment of $19 million in military credit sales to zaire in December on the basis 
of a military aid continuing resolution. 'l'he State Department has tried twice to 
slip first $22.75 million and then $10 million in "securi'ty supporting assistance" 
political loans, but ,these have been caught and objected to by Congressional com
mittef')s. 

Secretary KiBsinger has indicated that the Administration may come back to 
Congress for more money. In testimony on January 29, Kissinger said that "the 
Administrati.on is now considering requesting overt financial aid Lfor AngolaJ and 
we wS-ll be consulting with Congress soon." 

The Administration is developing a more sophisticated rationale for its Angolan 
intervention. Along with emphasizing the threat of "Soviet aggression" in southern 
Africa, the Executive is claiming that, far from being a. foreign intervention, 
u.s. involvement is a response to requests for help from African friends - notably 
Zaire and Zambia. Kissinger said in January/hat U.s. aid has been covert "because 
we wanted to keep our visibility limited to keep the greatest possibility of an 
African solution." In other words, Kissinger hoped that if no one saw U.s. inter
vention, people would believe it wasn't actually happening. So the U.S. is trying 
to get a small number of African leaders to make its case for it. 

The Administration is now using this tactic in Congress. Before the House 
vote on the Tunney Amendment, two represe~tatives of the FNLA made a futile 
attempt to win support in Congress. Following the vote, the State Department has 
scheduled a rash of Hill visits for two influential Africans: Mark Chona, Special 
Assistant to zambian President Kaunda, and Zaire's Foreign Minister Nguza Karl-i
Bond. Their message, according to various congressional aides, is two-fold: the 
U.s. should continue its support for UNITA, and give significant military and eco
nomic aid to Zaire and Zambia to help them cope with internal economic problems and 
political instability. 

As hard as the Administration may try to prove that its Angola policy is backed 
by African leaders, the ground is quickly being pulled out from under it. Twenty
seven of the 46 Organization of African Unity member states have recognized the 
People's Republic of Angola, making OAD recognition of the MPIA-led government 
certain.: Zaire's support for U.S. policy is of course no surprise; Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of State for African Affairs Edward Mulcahy has described the country as 
a "client state" of the United States. As for Zambia, its support for the U.S. 
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position cannot be isolated from the southern African context in which Kaunda's gov
ernment operates. Specifically, Zambia is in dire economic straits, principally 
because of problems in transport and copper, and has turned - probably with reluc
tance - to South Africa for assistance (see The Economist, 12/20/75 ). This has 
obliged Kaunda to take an increasingly moderate and pro-western stance. 

To counter the Administration's approach to Congress, we must insure that the 
members get our message: that their constituents want ~ u.S. intervention in Angola. 

THE LEGISLATIVE SITUATION 

The legislative situation following passage of the Tunney Amendment has been 
fraught with complications and delay. The main vehicle for legislation on Angola 
is now the military aid bill,to which amendments were added in December providing 
for Congressional veto of any publicly requested aid to Angola. In the Senate, the 
so-called Clark-Case-Javi ~s amendmen~t.-- was unal'l.imotls±y -approveGl-by ~he- Fore·i-gn-Rela~ 

tions Committee and reported to the full Senate as part of the bill. It is unlikely 
that opponents will challenge the amendment on the floor, since even Kissinger has 
said he can live with it. 

In the House International Relations Committee, Congressmen Fascell (D-Fla.) and 
Solarz (D-N.Y.) tried to strengthen the Angola language, on the basis of the good 
House vote on covert aid, to require Congressional authorization of an aid request 
instead of merely allowing for a veto: They were met with a surprise challenge, 
by well-known liberal Don Fraser (D-Minn.), who offered a weakening substitute amend
ment specifically prohibiting U.S. troop involvement and covert aid through any channel, 
but allowing overt aid unless Congress vetoes it. Fraser's argument is that, while 
he do;sn't support the Administration's cold-war rationale, it is a matter of"common 
decency" that the u.S. must support the Angolan majority. The majority, he claims, 
supports UNITA, and is being overrun by a minority aided by outside aggression. This 
argument confuses the facts about who the real aggressors in Angola were /see attached 
information sheet~ and makes a considerably exaggerated claim about UNITA'S popular 
support. Even yielding the point of which movement the majority of Angolans support, 
one might ask if Fraser is prepared to send military aid to representatives of the 
majority in South Africa or Chile who are being oppressed by a minority backed by 
the West. 

Congressmen Harrington (D-Mass.) _ and Bonker (D-wash~) are_pren.ared to offer..~_ 
second amendment to the bill cutting back military aid to zaire from $19 million to 
its fiscal 1975 level of $3.9 million, since zaire has been the main conduit for 
U.S. aid to FNLA and UNITA. This amendment will be offered in spite of the fact that 
the Administration has already promised zaire the full $19 million. 

So far, the House Committee appears to be stalling on the several new amendments. 
It may be that Congress is waiting to watch what happens on the ground in Angola, 
where MPLA has routed the FNLA and captured the capital and military headquarters of 
UNITA-FNLA. Representatives don't want to commit themselves to backing factions 
which are becoming weaker and weaker. Congress is beginning to realize that further 
U.S. aid would have to be not only quantitatively greater than December's $28 million 
initial request , but also qualitatively greater - moving from small arms, mercenaries 
and trainers to airpower and perhaps more personnel. Congressional postponement may 
therefore increase the chances of a successful vote against greater military involve
ment as long as the MPLA is making military advances in Angola and diplomatic ad
vances in Africa. 



At this point the Administration has three options: 1) go into the Angolan 
war in·a big way wit.h recognit:ion of and ovel':t aid to UNITA; 2) continue covert 
aid to UNIT1\. thy·ough Zaire for a. "guerrilla "Iar" by UNITA; and 3) cut its losses 
in Angola (hy ending the economic boycot.t against the People's Republic of Angola 
and ultimately grant.ing diplomatic recognition) and give greatly i.ncreased overt 
aid to Zaire and Zambia and more extensive covert co-operation with South Africa to 
protect "American interests" in ·the rest of central and southern Africa. '1'he 
Administration's public stance is still consistent with #1, but it is already 
starting to move towards elements of· #2 and 3, excf=pt for normalization of relations 
with the MPJ..A government. As we learned from working against the Vietnam wa.r, it 
is important to assume tha.t the U.S. will escalate its int.ervention, as long as it 
is remotely feasible to do so, lmtil it is proven that. it is doing otherwise. 

HOUSE VOTE ON TUNNEY 
AMENDMENT, 1/27/76 
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ACTION SUGGESTIONS 

*** Expose and fight mercenary recruitment in your 
conununity 

*** Urge your Congressi.onal representatives to support. 
a resolution of inqui.ry into what the Justice De
partment is doing to investigate and prosecute 
recruiters 

*** Praise members of Congress who voted for the Tunney .· 
Amendment (see list below) 

*** Support. Congressional efforts to assert more au
thority over mili.tary intervention in Angola (such 
an amendment to the m.ilitary aid bill will probably 
reach the House floor by first \<leek in March) 

*** Oppose any Ford request for over involvement 

*** Support a cut-back in aid to Zaire, since it has 
been the major channel for U~S. Angolan involvement 

*** OPPOSE ALL COVERT, OVERT, DIru~CT OR INDIRECT U.S. 
INTERVENTION IN ANGOLA! 
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ANGOLA: THE VIETNAM ANALOGY 

toJHY ARE WE THERE? 

Vietnam 

"The principal objective of United States 
policy in Southeast Asia is simply to main
tain the integrity and independence of the 
non-Communist nations in that area." 

Robert McNamara 
Secretary of Defense 
January 29, 1964 

"Whereas the United States is assisting 
the peoples of Southeast Asia to protect 
their freedom and has no territorial, 
military or political ambitions in that 
area but desires only that they should be 
left in peace to work out their own 
destinies in their own way ... " 

Gulf of Tonkin Resolu
tion, Approved 
August 10, 1964 

vlliAT ARE THE CONSEOUENCES IF WE DON'T INTERVENE? .- --.;.;..;;.--
"Overnight the United States would cease 
to be a power in the world's greatest 
ocean. Our ships and planes could there
after circumvent the globe only with 
Communist permission." 

Richard Nixon 
August, 1964 

"To fail to respond •.. would reflect 
on our nation, would undermine world
wide confidence in our courage." 

Lyndon B. Johnson 
April 20, 1964 

WHAT ABOUT OUR ALLIES AROUND THE WORLD? -- -- -----
ilT,ve cannot turn our backs on these em
battled countries. U.S. unwillingness 
to provide adequate assistance to allies 
fighting for their lives would seriously 
effect our credibility throughout the 
world as an ally." 

Gerald Ford 
January 29, 1975 

Angola 

"The United States has no other interest 
except the territorial integrity and 
independence of Angola." 

Henry Kissinger 
Secretary of State 
November 10, 1975 

"Therefore, the issue is not whether the 
country of Angola represents vital in
terests to the United States; the issue 
is whether the Soviet Union, backed by a 
Cuban expeditionary force, can impose on 
two-thirds of the population its own 
brand of government." 

Henry Kissinger 
Secretary of State 
December 24, 1975 

" the Communists would take over 
Angola and will thereby considerably con
trol the oil shipping lanes from the 
Persian Gulf to Europe. They will be 
next to Brazil." 

Patrick Moynihan 
Ambassador, U.N. 
December 18, 1975 

"The Senate decision to cut off addi
tional funds for Angola is a deep trage
dy for all countries whose security 
depends on the united States." 

Gerald Ford 
December 19, 1975 

"But our deepest concern is for global 
stability. If the United States is seen 
to emasculate itself in the face of mas
sive, unprecedented Soviet and Cuban 
intervention, what will be the percep
tion of leaders around the world as they 
make decisions concerning their future 
security?" 

Henry Kissinger 
January 29, 1976 



"If when the chips are down, the world's 
most powerful nation - the United States 
of America - acts like a pitiful, help
less giant, the forces of totalitarian
ism and anarchy will threaten free 
nations and institutions through-
out the world." 

Richard Nixon 
April 30, 1970 

BU'l' OUR LEADERS KNOW BEST ••• 

"This is no time for consensus govern
ment.lt's time for leadership. The 
average citizen doesn't know what the 
stakes are in Vietnam." 

Richard Nixon 
February 11, 1965 

WHAT IS THE WAR REALLY ABOUT? 

"I strongly resent the implication that 
the war in Vietnam is in any sense a 
civil war. It is the most flagrant 
case of outside aggression and inter
vention ... 

Robert McNamara 
Secretary of Defense 

. April 20, 1966 

"Let us assume we lost Indochina. The 
tin and tungsten that we value so 
greatly from that area would cease 
coming. So when the U.S. votes $400 
million to help that war, we are not 
voting a giveaway program. We are 
voting for the cheapest way to prevent 
the occurrence of something that. 
would be of the most ·terrible sig
nificance to our povler and ability to 
g,~t certain things we need from the 
riches of Indochina." 

Dwight Eisenhower 
1953 

'. reltlly nl\,ut read ihat . , . itS Moon ali I slop Co.mmunis:m in Anitols!' 

"How can the United states, the great
est power in the world, take the posi
tion that the Soviet Union can operate 
with impunity many thousands of miles 
away ••• " 

Gerald Ford 
December 19, 1975 

"Mr. Kissinger said the money for 
Angola - $27 million has been spent 
this year - was arranged clandestinely 
'because we did not want to have a 
public confrontation if we could avoid 
it. '" 

Henry Kissinger 
NY Times"Dec. 24,1975 

"We developed a national consensus dur
ing the period of the Vietnam war that 
in wars of national liberation which have 
a largely local origin, that the United 
States will not become. involved simply 
because it prefers one gro'up over an
other." ,"/In Angola / you are ess·en
tiaJ,ly .dea1ing wit,h'-a foreign inter
vention at very ••. long distances .•• " 

Henry Kissinger 
January 29, 1976 

JlZaire is facing internal and external 
threats ••• lOur national security / is 
a projection of our own infleunce-;- an 
extrapolation also of our need for re
sources over the next twenty-five years, 
the resources we will need in the 
future." 

W.P. Clements 
Deputy A.ssistant 
Secretary of Defense 
November 11, 1975 

"The railways from Zaire and Zambia go 
through Angola, and these are vital. 
In this ,situation, we do believe it is 
important .to make it clear to Zaire ·:that 
we are prepared to be of assistance.'" 

Henry Kissinger 
November 6, 1975 

Prepared by: Center for National 
Security Studies and Washington Office 
on Africa 



WHO TRIED TO OUST WHOM , SECRETARY KISSINGER? 

Historical truth is often the first casualty in war. On January 29, Secretary 
Kissinger testified that the Soviet Union and the Portuguese Con~unists sabotaged 
the Alvor Agreement in Januar y , 1975 : "This was the moment, when Portugal was 
trying to organize a peaceful transition to independence, for the exercise of re
straint b¥c1il outside parties . But the USSR and Portuguese Communists decided 
to put the r-IPLA in power through s t epped-up shipments of arms." 

Is thi s true? 

In January, 19'/5, at the time of Alvor, the CIA had Ore-activated" its com
mitment to FNLA with a grant of $300,000. Zaire, which had been armed and trained 
and carefully nurtured as a U, S . client, was clearly backing Holden's plans. 
Backedbyth~ CIA and Zaire, FNLA was cocky and determined to take advantage. On 
March! 23 '~ ' th~ l"l\1LA massacred 66 MPLA recruits and civilians in cold blood, ini
tiati.ng a period of escalating violence 1getween FNLA and MPLA which eruded the 
basis of co-·operat i on on which ·the transitional government was based. 

~ examination of reports by the western press demonstrate that FNLA and Zaire, 
supported by the CIA , were in fact t he parties responsible for the first major 
escalation of violence in attempt to seize power. The Soviet Union and Cuba re
sponded to a call by MPLA to meet this threat. 

"So far the attacks have been by FNLA on MPLA troops and civilians, who 
have responded in defense . •• FNLA commandos last week staged an assasina
tion attempt on the top MPLA leader in Angola's transitional government, 
Lopo Nascimento.. . Eyewitness reports of the massacre by FNLA soldiers of 
civilians and others suggest beyond a reasonable doubt that what has occurred 
is a first te~rifying attempt by FNLA to kill substantial numbers of MPLA 
soldiers and supporters and instill a climate of fear in the country such 
as it did i.n 1961 on the Zaire border." Jane Bergerol in the Financial 
Times (London), March 29, 1975. 

"While the Americans deny any involvement, there is no doubt about Zaire's. 
Presiden't Mobutu is committed to ensuring the MPLA' s defeat ... The FNLA 
has. brought a l most 10,000 armed men into Angola from its bases in neigh
boring Zi':'. re ... One reliable source in Luanda puts the number of Zairean 
soldie:;,:s ' in. bngola at 1 ,.2Q.O .• " Colin.... LeffiIDl in the QPserver '(London), 
l'-1ayl8, 1975 . 

"There is evidence that some Portuguese officers and former members of the 
politic~l police, who are still at large in Angola, are working with the 
FNLA . The movement is receiving an unrestricted flow of arms from Zaire 
and is mili.tarily far stronger than the MPLA r \'lhich is now weakened by 
the ' closure of the Zambia- Angola border." The Economist (London), 
A~ril ' 5, 1975. 

'I'he t:.dministration makes much of the Cuban" invasion" of Angola and alleges 
that Castro is "exporting revolution." But the fact is that a major commitment 
of Cuban troops to the battle was a response to a lightning thrust ' by a South 
Africa/mercenary column of armored cars and light tanks which in threE;! we.eks time 
completely r~versed the trend of the war. When the South Africans ... ..,. , ~ho had 
first crossed into Angolan territory in late August - began their thrust on Octo
ber 23rd, there were no more than 400 Cubans in Angola itself \V'ith another 800-
1300 in Congo-Braz::::lVille or Cabinda . The South Africans and mercenaries, 
followed by UNITA-FNLA ground troops, routed the lightly armed MPLA troops from 



the coastal cities, plunged 650 miles toward Luanda and, at the acme of the drive, 
cut off light and water to the capital city for four days. And this was at the 
very moment of independence . What turned the tide was the airlift of Cuban 
troops able to handle sophisticated equipment such as tanks and multi-rocket 
launchers. But these came after and as a response to a major U.S.-orchestrated 
escalation which almost overwhelmed the MPLA. 

According to the Administration, UNITA, which it now alleges represents the 
majority of Angolans, invited minority-ruled South Africa to intervene "in des
peration" in early September . Actually, after the CIA chose UNITA as an addition 
and alternate to FNLA in July, Savimbi felt strong enough to withdraw from the 
transitional government, set up his headquarters in the south, declare war on 
MPLA and reject a late-August truce his negotiators had worked out with MPLA. 
According ' t.o Senator Tunney's aides, the South Africans were invited in, not to 
create a stalemate, but to spearhead a co-ordinated drive by the U.S./Zaire/ 
Zambia - backed forces to knock MPLA out. They nearly succeeded. Savimbi told 
a Tunney aide that, when the South Africans left Silva Porto on January 23, he 
told them: "We will never support SWAPO against you." 

CHRONOLOGY 

1974, April 25: Coup topples Portuguese colonial regime. Oct. 30-Nov. 10: FNLA, 
MPLA and UNITA delegations arrive in Luanda. White police attempt to assasinate 
MPLA official. 1975, Jan. 16: Alvor Agreement signed by 3 movements and Port
uguese setting up transitional government with shared ministries, reduction and 
integration of armed forces on equal basis, commission to set up elections. 
January: CIA gives FNLA $300,000. Mar. 23: FNLA massacres 66 MPLA recruits and 
supporters. April 5: FNLA is "receiving unrestricted flow of arms from Zaire and 
is militarily far stronger than MPLA." 10,000 FNLA troops in Angola of which 
1208-1500 are Zairean soldiers. April: Significant Soviet military supplies for 
MPLA start to arrive. May 31: 1000 now dead in MPLA-FNLA conflict. Chipenda, of 
FNLA, in Namibia to consult with South Africans. 230 Cubans now in Angola to 
train MPLA. June: CIA proposes to 40 Committee $30 million to counter Soviet 
aid. July 17: 40 Committee approves "very nearly an open account" for Holden and 
Savimbi in cash and arms via Zaire and Zambia. FNLA declares war. Aug 9: UNITA 
and FNLA withdraw from Luanda. Aug. 23: 800 Portuguese mercenaries led by South 
African troops enter southern Angola. 1st week of Sept.~Savimbi rejects truce 
with MPLA, calls on South Africa for assistance, informing Zambia, zaire, Ivory 
Coast. S~t. 30: Cuban troops start to arrive in Congo-Brazzaville. MPLA controls 
12 of 16 provincial capitals, seacoast from Luanda south, central belt. Oct. 23: 
South African column starts 'invasion. Oct. 30: South African column captures 
Mocamedes and Sa da Bandeira; UNITA and FNLA troops occupy thereafter. 9-nation 
OAU conciliation commission recommends government of national unity, non-recog
nition of any of 3 movements. MPLA refuses to negotiate with FNLA and UNITA be
cause they represent foreign interests. Nov. 11: Portugal withdraws, recognizes 
"independencc;" of Angola. MPLA proclaims People's Republic of Angola (PAA). FNLA/ 
UNITA form government in Huawbo. Nov. 14: South African column of 1500 has cap
tured Benguela, Lobito, Novo Redondo and Porto Amboim. Cuban troops being airlifted 
to meet emergency. FNLA/FLEC attack Cabinda. FNLA drive stalled 15 miles north of 
Luanda. Dec. 15: MPLA with aid of Soviet rockets, Cuban troops stems tide; starts 
to retake positions. about Dec. 20: Savimbi meets with "South Africans at the high
est level" in Pretoria to encourage them to remain. Dec. 25: South Africa pulls 
out ~f Cela. 1976, Jan. 12: OAU deadlocks. 22 nations of 46 recognize MPLA; none 
recognize UNITA/FNLA. Jan. 10: MPLA captures Uige, FNLA headquarters. Jan. 30: 
FNLA forces in north collapsing, pillaging, looting. Jan. 23: South Africa pulls 
out of Silva Porto, regroups north of Namibian frontier. Feb. 10: Huambo and Lobito 
captured by MPLA. Feb. 12: 27 OAU members recognize PAA; PRA satisfies requirements 
for OAU membership. 
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